CALI Lessons
WHAT ARE THEY?
CALI Lessons are interactive tutorials written and reviewed by law professors and librarians at
CALI member schools. We currently have over 900 lessons in 35 legal subjects.
FIRST YEAR SUBJECTS

SECOND AND THIRD YEAR SUBJECTS

Civil Procedure
Constitutional Law
Contracts
Criminal Law
Legal Concepts and Skills
Legal Research
Legal Research by State
Legal Writing
Property Law
Torts

Accounting
Administrative Law
Animal Law
Aviation Law
Business Associations
Climate Change
Commercial Transactions
Copyright
Corporations
Criminal Procedure
Cyberlaw
Employment Discrimination
Entertainment Law
Environmental Law
Evidence
Family Law

Federal Courts
Intellectual Property
International Law
Labor Law
Negotiable Instruments/Payment
Systems
Patent Law
Professional Responsibility
Real Estate Transactions
Remedies
Sales
Securities
Tax Law
Trademark
Trial Advocacy
Wills and Trusts

WHY SHOULD I USE THEM?
CALI Lessons provide immediate feedback to students so that they can gauge their progress and
understanding of a subject. CALI Lessons include questions throughout the tutorials. Immediate
assessment such as this has been shown to be highly effective in knowledge retention. In addition to
student self-assessment, faculty using our LessonLink tool can view student responses and use the
lessons as a formative assessment tool. The underlying software, CALI Author™, is available and free
for faculty to use to edit existing CALI Lessons or create their own. And they are absolute free for
students to use.

HOW CAN I USE THEM?
Suggest them to students as a free study aid
 Before class for Flipped Classroom preparation
 During class as interactive teaching tool
 After class as formative assessment tool
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CALI Lessons Continued...
LESSONLINK
LessonLink is a CALI tool that allows faculty members to view student scores, completion rates
and usage of CALI lessons. Faculty can create a LessonLink with the push of a button - the
system then creates a unique web address (or URL) for existing CALI lessons and groups the
LessonLinks onto a single webpage by the course that you created them for. Each course
can have an unlimited number of LessonLinks in an unlimited number of CALI topics

CALI AUTHOR™ AND AUTOPUBLISH
AutoPublish is a feature of CALI Author that allows faculty to have more control over the
content offered to their students. All of the existing CALI Lessons can be downloaded, edited
and AutoPublished to the CALI website. This doesn’t replace the existing lesson but rather
places the edited lesson at a new URL that can only be accessed by direct invitation. Faculty
also have the option to create a lesson from scratch using CALI Author™ software and
AutoPublish. All AutoPublished Lessons have the same tracking features of LessonLink.

WHAT DO STUDENTS SAY?
“Having immediate feedback with an explanation is very valuable.”
“They are an excellent supplement to class lectures.”
“Extremely useful in testing knowledge of the material.”
“Great way to reinforce what you have read and to apply it.”
“Great review and practice questions.”
“...a very effective tool for understanding difficult concepts.”
“Helpful self-check to see what you know and what your weaknesses are.”
“Helps with issue spotting in preparation for exams.”
“...helps in understanding how concepts and rules weave together as you work
through a hypothetical.”

